
Off l ine Com pression of  Convolut ional Neural 
Net works on Edge Devices

- Edge Devices: Devices with limited 
resources.

- Neural Net works:  Focused on accuracy 
over file size.

- Due to the size of the network, in ference 
on an edge device can be ext rem ely slow.
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Background

- How do we reduce t he f i le size of  neural 
net works on edge devices?

Answer :

A com pression pipeline that can run on an edge 
device and allows the user to choose t he 

t rade-of f  bet ween f i le size and accuracy.

Why choose t h is way of  com pressing?

- Does not use ret rain ing.
- Keeps the same net work  archit ect ure. 

The resulting model uses the same 
architecture, but is just smaller.

- Capable of being run on a device with 
l im it ed resources.

Question

But  how does it  work?

1. Provide the compression pipeline with a m odel.
2. Tell the pipeline which t rade-of f  between file size and 

accuracy you want.
3. The model will try to decom pose all possible layers in 

the model such that the specified ratio of the user is 
satisfied.

a. Decompose fu l ly connect ed layers using singular  
value decom posit ion , this basically splits the 
layer up in two smaller layers.

b. Decompose convolut ional  layers using canonical 
polyadic decom posit ion , splitting one layer into 4 
different ones.

4. Now the pipeline will reconst ruct  t he m odel using 
these new layers.

5. That 's it. 

Compression Pipeline

Big net work  goes in, sm all m odel com es out Here are the results when the compression 
pipeline is used on the GenderNet network. 
GenderNet figures out the gender of a person 
given a photo of their face. We run the 
compression pipeline using different trade-off 
ratio's.

We can see that the accuracy stays the same up 
with a trade off of 0.95, making the model focus 
on decreasing the file size, rather than trying to 
optimize for accuracy. This ratio gives us a file size 
that is more than 5x smaller than the original.

Results
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